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exportggge 0.92 alpha

- added export to yahoo maps via geoJSON
- added export to virtual earth via geoRSS
- added raw export in geoRSS format ( GeoRSS Simple using RSS version 2.0 )
- added raw export in geoJSON ( GeoJSON draft version 5 ,
http://wiki.geojson.org/GeoJSON_draft_version_5 )
- added google maps export via geoRSS
- added debug mode to get info about data and templating
- added configuration options in exportGge.ini
- refactoring

--------------------

exportggge 0.91 alpha

- added google maps support  ( kml overlay on google maps)
(not available yet in snaphost mode, only in query mode; 
requires mod_rewrite )
- correction for linux

--------------------

exportggge 0.9 alpha

-initial release
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FEATURES:

KML rendering with exportGge can be obtained in two ways:

1. clicking on google earth icon in the toolbar
2. making a query using rectangle, circle ...

1. This will create a "snapshot" KML of the current view. KML will contain:
 
- a <NetworkLink> called "Live WMS layers" with all the bitmap
representation of
  the layers selected in the current view 
- a <GroundOverlay> linking to the generated map of the current view 
- multiple <Placemark> with a point, line or polygon KML representation for
each 
  feature of the mapfile layer visible in the current view. Layer must have
been
  configured for querying (TEMPLATE + METADATA configuration).

2.

This allows exporting individual KML files for each layer (limited to the
queried
extent, just as exportCSV plugin) or a general layer containing everything 
described in 1. ( except placemarks are limited to the queried extent). 
Each  KML can be viewed with google maps.

Since version 0.92 additional links are available after making a query
to allow exporting selected data to :
- yahoo maps via geoJSON
- virtual earth via geoRSS
- raw geoRSS
- raw geoJSON
- google maps via geoRSS

To enable exportGge in your own project please read "customize.txt" .
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REQUIREMENTS and INSTALLATION of demoCW3gge cartoweb project:

exportGge 0.92 alpha has been tested on cartoweb 3.4.0 RC1 (
http://cartoweb.org/downloads.html ) and ms4w 2.2.4
( http://www.maptools.org/ms4w/index.phtml?page=downloads.html ).

REQUIREMENTS : 

- cartoweb 3.4.0 RC1 . Some features won't work correctly 
  on previous versions. 
- curl extension ( for <NetworkLink> to work in generated KML files ) 
- cgi-bin mapserver binary available (for <NetworkLink> to work in generated
KML 
  files )
- KML graphics will be rendered fine on Google Earth Client 4.1.7087.5048 
  (beta) . I noticed some rendering problems that only disapeared after a
restart 
  of Google Earth client on previous Google Earth versions.
- mod_rewrite for viewing KML in google maps

INSTALLATION of demoCW3gge cartoweb project:

- extract archive so you have something like :

 demoCW3gge/client_conf
      /coreplugins
      /htdocs
      /plugins
      /po
      /server_conf
      /templates
      /tests
      /todo.txt
      /license.txt
      /install.txt
      /features.txt
      /demoCW3gge.php.move-me
      /customize.txt

- if needed change $MAPSERVER_CGI_BIN variable in 
  demoCW3gge/plugins/exportGge/htdocs/php/mapserver_cgi_bin.inc.php to fit
to 
  your mapserver cgi-bin installation : 
  on windows $MAPSERVER_CGI_BIN will default to "/cgi-bin/mapserv.exe?" 
  on other OS $MAPSERVER_CGI_BIN will default to "/cgi-bin/mapserv?"

- copy demoCW3gge directory into CARTOWEB_HOME/projects/ directory 
- rename CARTOWEB_HOME/projects/demoCW3gge/demoCW3gge.php.move-me 
  to demoCW3gge.php and move it inside CARTOWEB_HOME/htdocs/ 
- deploy demoCW3gge using command line : 
  "php cw3setup.php --install --project demoCW3gge --base-url 
  http://localhost/cartoweb3/htdocs"
  (change localhost and cartoweb3 part of url according to your environment;
  don't forget to put "htdocs" at the end) 
- launch http://localhost/cartoweb3/htdocs/demoCW3gge.php in your browser
- see features.txt for available features
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exportGge plugin is coupled to modified "tables" and "query" coreplugins 
based on cartoweb version mentionned in "install.txt". This might change in
the 
future if possible. exportGge supports different EPSG projections 
(for the mapfile, not for the individual layers). For now exportGge won't 
perform well on layers with a great amount of features (=shapes).

To use exportGge in your own project you need to:

- use EPSG syntax for declaring the projection of your mapfile
- set persistentQueries = false in YOUR_PROJECT/client_conf/query.ini
- copy demoCW3gge "tables" and "query" coreplugins inside the "coreplugins" 
  directory of your project. If they allready exist then you need to merge
them 
  with the demoCW3gge ones.
- copy demoCW3gge "exportGge" plugin in your projects "plugins" directory
- copy demoCW3gge/client_conf/exportGge.ini to YOUR_PROJECT/client_conf/
  and modify the "fileName" value if you want that generated KML files 
  come with a different file name
- copy demoCW3gge "cartoclient.tpl" template file to your project
"templates" 
  directory or insert :
  
   {if $exportgge_active|default:''}
   
     <script type="text/javascript" src="{r plugin=exportGge
type=js}exportGge.js{/r}"></script>
     
     <style type="text/css">
      
      a#googleearth_icon {ldelim}
      background: url("{r type=gfx
plugin=exportGge}googleearth.png{/r}") 0 0 no-repeat;
      width:32px;
      height:33px;
      position:absolute;
      {rdelim}
     a#googleearth_icon:hover {ldelim} 
       background: url("{r type=gfx
plugin=exportGge}googleearth_act.png{/r}") 0 0 no-repeat;
       
      {rdelim}
     a#googleearth_icon:active {ldelim}
       background: url("{r type=gfx
plugin=exportGge}googleearth_act.png{/r}") 0 0 no-repeat;
      
      {rdelim}
     
     </style>
     
     <a  href="javascript:void(0);" id="googleearth_icon"
onclick="exportgge_headerlocation()"></a>
               
   {/if}
   
   wherever you want the google earth icon to appear in your templates.

- deploy your project again using command line
- make a  "php cw3setup.php --clean --project YOUR_PROJECT"

exportGge uses smarty templates to customize the rendering of layers in
geoRSS and KML.



Since 0.92 each layer can have it's own template but it is also possible to
specify
the template dynamically by setting the value of the "ggetpl" parameter in
the URL.

Templates for geoRSS rendering are found under
exportGge/templates/dataformat/georss .
Templates for KML rendering are found under
exportGge/templates/dataformat/kml .

By default exportGge will use georss.tpl, georss_point.tpl, georss_line.tpl
and 
georss_polygon.tpl for geoRSS rendering and kml.tpl, kml_point.tpl,
kml_line.tpl and kml_polygon.tpl
for KML rendering.

The following example illustrates the flexibility for rendering different
layers
in KML in different ways ( same things count for geoRSS).
Let's suppose we want to render the lake layer  ( CartoWeb layer name )
which is a polygon layer differently
then the other polygon layers. To do this we just need to create a file
called kml_lake_polygon.tpl . 
Once created this template will be used instead of kml_polygon.tpl.
It might also be that on certain pages we want all polygons layers to be
rendered differently. By passing
for example ggetpl=mytemplate in the url, exportGge will try to use
templates with _mytemplate in the 
template name. For the lake layer with ggetpl=mytemplate in the URL,
exportGge
will first look for : kml_mytemplate_lake_polygon.tpl. If the file can't be
found it will try to use
kml_mytemplate_polygon.tpl . If still not available it will try
kml_lake_polygon.tpl and finally drop to
kml_polygon.tpl, the default template. The naming convention is the same for
line and point templates and 
also for the main template kml.tpl.

Having a look under exportGge/templates/dataformat/ might help to understand
the trick.

geoJSON rendering is not using templates and is generated directly in the
exportGge
plugin client Class.

For KML:
  <Networklink> may be changed in exportGge/templates/dataformat/kml/wms.tpl
  <GroundOverlay> may be changed in
exportGge/templates/dataformat/kml/groundoverlay.tpl
wms.tpl and groundoverlay.tpl are globally used and can't be specific to a
layer by renaming them. 
KML styles may be defined in  exportGge/templates/dataformat/kml/kml.tpl
  
  The way data is accessed in the templates tries to be close to the 
  Mapscript API syntax (ex : $line->numpoints, $shape->line($i) .. )
  but the objects are no mapscript objects.

Differences between default demoCW3 and demoCW3gge:

- persistentQueries is set to false in client_conf/query.ini
- maxResults and ignoreQueryThreshold are set to 100000000 in
server_conf/demoCW3gge/mapquery.ini
- TRANSPARENCY is set to 100 in demoCW3gge.map for layers that support
queries 
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TODO:

- allow the plugin to work in SOAP mode - allow the plugin to work with 
  persistent queries 
- reduce dependency with "tables" and "query" plugins (google-earth icon
link 
  won't work correctly with persistent queries, other features do work) 
- optimize performance with large layers ( recude php code in direct mode ) 
- add support for external WMS layers - export in KMZ instead of KML 
- dynamically change TRANSPARENCY attribute of layers in mapfile to 100 
- when clicking on the google earth icon, KML should be generated in one 
  request (instead of tow requests using header('Location:'.$url) ) 
- make positioning of groundOverlays more precise
- support PROJ4 syntax in mapfiles
- DONE : allow the use of a specific template for each layer AVAILABLE since
0.92 alpha
- support different layer projections in same mapefile 
- DONE : view KML in google maps : AVAILABLE since 0.91 alpha
- avoid submitting sessionId to maps.google.com
- cache KML ? work directly on a fully pre-generated KML file instead 
  of mapfile layer ?
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Screenshots
1. We make a query on a zone.

 

2.The selected zone's features get hilighted. 
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3. Below cartoweb generates a list of the selected features attributes. Here we decide to visualize with google 
earth the KML containing all the layers.
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4. The KML contains:
live WMS layers that get rendered again each time the view inside google earth changes
the generated map (a link to the same image generated by cartoweb)
placemarks for all the selected features (here polygons). Placemarks show the attributes defined in the 
mapfile. Google earth refreshes the placemarks localy each time the view changes (zoom in/ zoom out...)
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5. Live WMS layers can be transparent when configured in mapfile so all the layers can be visible when they are
all activated.
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6.
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7. The same layers are all supported in google maps using KML. 
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8.
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9. geoRss export
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10. Virtual Earth export via geoRSS
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11. Yahoo Maps export via geoJSON
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12.geoJSON export
 

 

13.Google Maps export via geoRSS
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